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Introduction

This document explains how the problem instance set Terashima2 was generated.
The Terashima2 dataset is available at the site
http://paginas.fe.up.pt/~esicup/tiki-index.php.
In the Terashima2.zip file package, the ReadmeT2.txt file explains how data
is organized in each instance file. Four published articles have used this dataset
up to now [1–4].
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The algorithm

Our algorithm for producing instances that include non-convex pieces takes as an
input a problem instance with convex pieces. We have also designed an algorithm
to generate random problem instances with convex pieces (Terashima et al. [5],
Section 4.3), which can be run to produce the convex instances this algorithm
needs.
Then, the algorithm randomly selects some convex polygons and splits each
one into two pieces: one convex and one non-convex polygon. Both, the convex
and the non-convex subitems are maintained in the new instance replacing the
original convex shape. Besides the problem instance as the main input, the following parameters or restrictions are useful to control the irregularity of the new
instances:
– Number of pieces selected to split.
– Minimum length of any edge of the new pieces.
– Maximum internal angle of the new non-convex polygons (this will determine
the concaveness).
– Minimum internal angle of any new piece.
– Maximum ratio between the largest and smallest edge of any new piece.
The last two restrictions will affect the irregularity and rectangularity factor. Our implementation requires integers as the pieces coordinates because our
solver is programmed this way. Nevertheless, edge lengths are not required to be
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integers. This algorithm was designed to produce the 480 non-convex instances
of our experimental testbed.
The outline of the algorithm is as follows:
1. Randomly choose a convex piece to split and select two points Q 6= R with
integer coordinates somewhere on the boundary of the shape.
This is done by selecting two different edges from the original piece and
choosing a point inside each one of them. To ensure that a point on the
edge E with vertices (x1 , y1 ) and (x2 , y2 ) has integer coordinates the following process is done: First, choose an integer value x in the range x1 to x2 ,
then find the coordinate y on edge E with horizontal coordinate x. If the
correspondent y value is not integer, try again choosing a new x. When the
algorithm has failed 100 times to find a random point with integer coordinates on edge E, it selects one out of the two vertices of the edge. Finding a
point with integer coordinates on an edge may be difficult or impossible for
some sloping edges. In such cases, a vertex is selected.
2. Randomly choose a point P inside the piece.
Here is the process to choose a point inside a shape (Fig. 1):
(a) Select a point on a random edge.
(b) From the selected point draw a ray that crosses the shape in either
vertical or horizontal direction. If both directions are possible, select
randomly.
(c) Select a point on the ray such that it is inside the shape.

Fig. 1. Procedure for selecting a point inside a shape.

The cut QP R separates the original shape into a convex shape and a nonconvex shape (Fig. 2).
3. Check that these two new shapes satisfy the desired restrictions. If this is
the case, replace the original selected piece by the two new pieces. If not,
start the algorithm again.
Finally, the algorithm randomizes the order of all the pieces to prevent that
the two parts of a split piece end in consecutive positions. Fig. 3 shows how a 30piece instance whose optimum is 3 objects has been transformed into a 35-piece
instance with 5 nonconvex pieces using the developed algorithm.

Non-convex piece generator
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Fig. 2. One convex and one non-convex polygon created by the developed algorithm.

Fig. 3. (a) A convex problem instance. (b) 5 pieces were randomly selected to build 5
non-convex polygons.

When this algorithm is applied to an instance that already has non-convex
shapes it is possible to produce U-shaped polygons or even shapes with an internal empty space reached by a smaller entrance (resembling letter G). Shapes
with holes are not produced by the proposed algorithm. Types NConv U, NConv
W and NConv X from the Terashima2 testbed were produced by introducing
convex instances twice into the presented generator algorithm.
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